
Professional Values
• Passion for developing high-performing teams
• Commitment to higher education and community engagement
• Driven to succeed – with focus on strategic outcomes



1. Market Research

2. Programme Development

3. Assessment and Measurement

4. Q & A

What We’ll Cover

But, most importantly, what did 
you hope to take away from today?
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Alumni Omnibus Survey

 Large-scale, survey – random sample of the whole population

 Those with other influencing relationships excluded, including

◦ Board and Alumni Board members

◦ Current students and staff

 Response rate: 19 per cent, approx. 3500 alumni; average with 
peers

 Some peer benchmarking afforded

 Weighted to be representative of entire living undergraduate 
population

 Confidence interval of 95 per cent, plus/minus 1.7 percentage 
points
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Community and Advancement
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Amount of Information Received from UCalgary
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• Alumni were not currently generally supporters of the university – in 
fact, more detractors than active promoters

• Relatively lesser student experience and poor “post-product” service

• Favourably disposed towards institution, but disengaged; support for 
strategic outcomes growing and tied to larger community goals

• Strong need to build sense of community with alumni as part of the 
institution

• Quite underserviced on communications front – and have particular 
interest in the intellectual core and new trends at the university

• Shifting use of media to gain information about the university; less 
reliance on institution for peer-to-peer connection

• Limited awareness and use of services, but clear interest in small core 
of external and internal services



Benefits to the University Benefits for the Institution’s Alumni

Significantly improve the reputation of 
the university

Cause alumni to feel pride in their affiliation 
with the university and its direction

Secure greater investment of support –
time, talent, and treasure – from alumni, 
and those that they influence

Secure meaningful opportunities for alumni 
to be engaged – and foster an appreciation 
for being part of an institution making a 
difference in the world

Support and enhance core academic and 
research activities of an institution 
leading positive change in the 
community

Ensure alumni ongoing access to the 
intellectual riches of the university they 
desire

Outcome: A deliberate and focused effort to increase alumni satisfaction and 
engagement will lead to a greater alumni presence in university life, and improved pride 
in the university noticeably–and measurably
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Programme Adjustments

• Much greater emphasis on communications, including 
storytelling, less-traditional, peer-to-peer communications

• Clarified programme focus and delivery model

• Commitment to fostering communities – overall, digital, COI, 
regional

• Focus on expanding intellectual and career activities – including 
curatorial role

• Department staff shift to alumni engagement professionals from 
event coordinators

• Expansion into global advancement and digital content

• Room to grow or enhance some campus services for alumni



Title:  Learn, Laugh, Lead [Recent Graduate Programme]

— Strategic Objectives:

▪ Strengthen alumni connections to the university through high-
quality, high-impact alumni programmes

— Programme Area:

▪ Student-Alumni and Recent Graduate

— Programme Types:

▪ Events – panel discussions, guest speakers

▪ Digital – podcast, audio clips

▪ Curatorial – partnership with Career Services

— Core Audience

▪ Recent graduates within Ambassador and Connected & Proud 
alumni persona groups; engaged student leaders



Learn, Laugh, Lead

— Engagement 

▪ Number of participants

▪ Specific market segment targets [participants]

▪ Retention rate [from previous programmes]

▪ Recruitment [into subsequent engagement opportunities]

— Post-programme assessment targets – related to NPS

▪ Total overall programming met expectations => 90%

▪ Total overall alumni feel valued by the university =>80%

— Marketing & Communications

▪ Programme awareness 

▪ Participant return from marketing efforts

▪ Exposure through subsequent vehicles



What Changed Over 3 years

▪ Every plan, including RGP, had clearly demonstrated 

alignment to strategic goals, measurable targets, and 

evidence-based design

▪ Greater focus on a target and segmented audiences –

including programme marketing

▪ Ongoing push to mix in-location and digital programming

▪ Deliberate integration with other alumni and university 

business units



 How much do you feel you are a part of the university (or 
alumni) community?

◦ Likert scale

 How much did this <enter name of programme or event> 
contribute to your feeling part of the university (or alumni) 
community?

◦ Likert scale

 How much did this <enter in name of programme or event> 
make you feel the University of Calgary values its alumni 
community?

◦ Semantic differential scale
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The Transactional Grad

• Received their degree and never looked back
• Indifferent about the University
• Likely not engaged in campus life as a student

The “Peeking Over the Fence” Grad

• University of Calgary has served them well, but it would 
be a stretch to call them proud alumni

• May speak positively about the University
• Curious, but haven’t participated in manner meaningful 

to them
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The Connected Grad
• University part of their identity; helped make them into who 

they are
• Involved in campus life as students
• Would promote us a place for great education and student 

experience

The Alumni Ambassador
• University is top of mind and they actively seek opportunities 

to get involved – and want others to do the same
• Believe the university made them who they are and feel 

responsibility to move university forward
• Their investment in the university personal, deeply-rooted 

and deliberate



Pride/Spirit/

Tradition

Professional 

Enrichment

Personal 

Enrichment

Affinity Programs Traditional 

Communications

Ambassadors Alumni Recognition

Class Ambassadors 

Alumni Speaker 

Opportunities

Idea Exchange

Alumni Weekend

Travel Program Alumni Bulletin

UCalgary Magazine

Connected Alumni Recognition

Idea Exchange

Holiday Program

Alumni Video 
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Peer Review

Learn, Laugh, Lead

Grad Day

Faculty 

Programming

Career 

Programming

Curatorial 
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UCalgary Alumni 

Connect

Learn, Laugh, Lead 

Idea Exchange

Curatorial 
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International 
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School of Creative 

& Performing Arts

Active Living

Alumni Bulletin

Faculty 

Communications

UCalgary Magazine

Peeking Over 

the Fence

Holiday Program Grad Day Alumni Weekend Affinity Partner 

Programs

UCalgary Magazine

Transactional Traditional Communications represent the likeliest engagement/entry point for 

transactional alumni and are the primary tool for moving transactional alumni up 

the grid (to Peeking Over the Fence et al)

UCalgary Magazine

Faculty 

Programming

Faculty-based programming spans a wide range of programming across all experience groups



Pride/Spirit/

Tradition

Professional 

Enrichment

Personal

Enrichment

Affinity 

Programs

Traditional 

Communicatio

ns

Digital 

Experience

Ambassador LT 1 LT 1 LT 1b LT 2b LT 2 LT 2

Connected LT 1 LT 2 LT 2b LT 2b LT 2 LT 2

Peeking Over 

the Fence
LT 2a LT 2a LT 2a LT 2a LT 2 LT 2

Transactional LT 3a LT 3a LT 3a LT 2a LT 3 LT 3

▪ Market segments consistent throughout programme

▪ Matrix approach aligning language and tone with market 
segment and programme area 

▪ General tips and sample language and tone developed for 
each 



Example:  LT 1
TONE:

 Peer-to-peer, or deferential and respectful (dependent  upon source/author)

 Warm, conversational, respectful of existing institutional knowledge and 
commitment

 Recognizing audience’s unique contributions and university experiences

 Familiar; audience needs to see itself reflected in the narrative (storytelling)

 Avoid any hint of “hard sell”

LANGUAGE:

 Emphasize any special benefits or “insider” privileges

 There should always be a call to action: encourage them to help us by using their 
network to share this opportunity with others

 “We’re indebted to you and folks like you who are a huge part of the university 
community and the alumni story”

 Keywords: our community, energy, our legacy, lifelong, valued, responsibility, 
commitment, roots
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Criteria

➢ It’s identifiable to the individual

➢ Requires an moment of deliberate interaction

➢ The university played some role in the interaction

➢ It’s reasonably replicable – as caused or facilitated by the university

Goal:  To effectively measure active engagement – capturing and 
demonstrating affinity  through institutional and peer connections

➢ It’s not [simply] about finding a way to demonstrate what we do

➢ It’s not about finding ways to get a bigger number

➢ It’s not about finding ways to justify our existence

First and foremost, it’s a management tool. 
It helps us better serve our constituents – and therefore the institution. 

It demonstrates and drives performance



Alumni Engagement Measurement Learning and Consultation

◦ UBC and UCalgary [extensive experience design and implementation]

◦ Peers within Cornell, Amherst, York, George Brown, QUT, Melbourne

Key Findings

◦ Begin measuring with what you have and keep it simple

◦ Phased approach allows you to introduce other measurements and functionality over 

time; take a longer term approach … 2, 3 or 4 years

◦ Accept that data is never going to be 100% complete

◦ Do what makes sense for your institution and include meaningful indicators

 “Meaningful indicators” is using what’s relevant (not necessarily what is easy)

◦ Use the data instructively

Challenges Experienced

◦ Getting access to information and reliably getting information into a database

◦ Automation

◦ Measurement period cut-offs (when a new measurement period begins, alumni have no 

score reflecting past engagement … starting again from zero)
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Thank You!

Questions?

linkedin.com/in/markcsollis

strategistmark.d3@gmail.com


